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plaintext date Press (1) Congressional Action (2) Administrative Action (3) Court (4) Construction (5) Hearings (6) Other (7)
1983 6 Aug Snail Darter removed from ES list by 
FWAS (Facts on File World News 
Digest, Aug. 10, 1984., p 582 E2) Snail 
Darter moved from Endangered 
status to Threatened status (NY times, 
Aug. 7, 1984, Sec. C. P, 10, Col. 4) 
Darter continues to be threatened.  
Population in Hiiwasee River is in 
danger because that river is "not 
secure, and has a history of train 
wrecks with acid spills" (FWS official 
quoted) National Journal, July 28, 
1984, Vol. 16, No. 30, p. 1456).
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/1/00
H.	Document	539	56‐2	BAE	Report:	James	Mooney:	"Myths	of	the	Cherokee."
Congressional	Action
1/1/33
Tennessee	Valley	Authority	Act	of	1933.	Tennessee	Valley	Authority	Act	of	1933	ch.	32	§4(I),	48	Stat.	58,	
60‐61	(codified	as	amended	at	16	U.S.C.	§831	c(1)(1976);	const	determinations	did	not	have	to	go	to	a	
jury;	panel	of	TVA	condemnation	commissioners	could	set	cost	determinations.	
Comptroller	general	of	the	US.;	TVA;	Information	on	Certain	Contracting	and	Personnel	Management	
Activities	23	(1976);	contains	inform	on	the	$	spent	for	advertising,	etc
Congressional	Action
1/1/33
Creation	of	the	TVA	under	the		Tennessee	Valley	Authority	Act	16	U.S.C.	§831.
Administrative	Action
1/1/36
Proposed‐Davis	Ferry	Project‐TVA's	Master	Plan‐	Report	to	the	Congress	on	the	Unified	Development	of
the	Tennessee	River	System	104‐listed	the	Tellico	Dam	as	a	possible	project	among	60	proposed	as	F.	
Loudoun	Addition	Dam. Administrative	Action
10/1/36
Fort	Loudoun	Extension	Project	Fort	Loudoun	Extension	Project	cancelled	by	the	War	Production	Board
(wartime	priorities	and	material	shortages). Administrative	Action
1/1/42
Modified‐Ft.	Loudon	Extension	Project‐diversion	dam	included	in	budget	request.	No	money	
appropriation	(wartime). Administrative	Action
4/1/42
Project	Planning	Report	No.	10‐81	recommends	construction	of	the	Fort	Loudoun	Extension	project	
across	the	mouth	of	the	LTR	at	a	cost	of	$10.7	million	for	flood	control,	navigation	and	power. Administrative	Action
5/27/42
PL	77‐730.	Congress	included	appropriation	for	the	"Fort	Loudoun	Extension."	$10.7	million	estimated	.
Administrative	Action
10/20/42
Fort	Loudon	Extension	Project	cancelled	by	the	War	Production	Board	(wartime	priorities	and	material	
shortages). Administrative	Action
5/2/56
Hearings	App/PW		TVA	Budget	request,	FY57
Congressional	Action
5/21/56
H.	Rpt.	2181,	explaining	H.R.	11219,	F57
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/13/57
H.	Rpt	552,	explaining	H.R.	8090,	FY	58	Apps
Congressional	Action
7/8/57
Hearings	App/PW		TVA	Budget	Request?	TVA	Witnesses
Congressional	Action
1/1/58
Hearing	App/PW		TVA	Budget	request,	FY59
Congressional	Action
6/9/58
Report		App	H	Rpt.	1864,	explaining	H.R.	12858,	FY	59	Apps
Congressional	Action
4/15/59
H.	App/PW	TVA	FY60	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
6/26/59
S		App/PW		TVA	F60	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
8/2/60
Tellico	Project	economies,	draft	report,	Knoxville,	Tenn.	TVA	planners'	preparation	of	preliminary	
report	on	economics	of	the	project.	Concluded	a	cost‐benefit	ration	of	1	.1:1	based	on	benefits/costs	of	
navigation.,	flood	control.,	power	production. Administrative	Action
8/4/60
Letter	from	Robert	M.	Hawes,	Director	of	Research	Properties	(DRP),	TVA,	to	DRP	files	indicating	that	
the	best	benefit‐cost	ration	the	staff	could	assert	for	the	dam	was	1.07	to	1.00	and	that	this	was	
insufficient	to	justify	the	project	but	stated	that	other	benefits	should	be	included	(e.g.	recreation	and	
land	investment).
Administrative	Action
1/13/61
Brewer,	Dudlen.	"Vogel	May	Seek	State,	Local	Financial	Aid	to	Build	Tellico	Dam."	Knoxville	Journal.	
Tellico	Dam	was	now	on	TVA's	list	of	"Future	Multiple	Use	Projects." Press
2/1/61
After	President	Kennedy	asked	federal	agencies	to	submit	recommendations	for	new	construction	
projects	to	stimulate	economy,	TVA	proposed	the	Tellico	Dam	to	the	new	administration. Administrative	Action
5/15/61
H	App/PW		TVA	FY62	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
9/8/61
S	App/PW		TVA	FY62	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
5/1/62
A	Public	Recreation	Plan	and	Program	for	Tennessee,	Vol.	II,	Nashville,	Tenn.	Staff	Report	expressing	
opposition	to	Tellico	Dam	project;	stated	that	"greater	recreation	potential…if	river	was	preserved." Press
5/3/62
H	App/PW	TVA	FY	63	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
5/9/62
	H	App/PW	TVA	FY	63	Budget	Requsts
Congressional	Action
5/29/62
Senate	Doc.	97	Policies,	Standards	and	Procedures	in	the	Formation,	Evaluation,	and	Review	of	Plans	for	
the	Use	and	Development	of	Water	and	Related	Land	Resources,	87th	Congress,	2d	Session,	p.III.	New	
Congressional	standards	for	evaluating	water	resource	projects	‐	were	established	which	allowed	
cost/benefit	analysis	to	take	into	account	recreation	and	land	value	enhancement	as	benefits.		Allowed	
TVA	to	come	up	with	a	better	benefit/cost	ratio	(1.5:1):	to	60%	of	value	was	new	recreation	and	land	
enhancement.	
Administrative	Action
1/1/63
With	assistance	of	TVA	a	local	group	was	formed	in	order	to	defuse	controversy	over	the	Tellico	Project.
The	Little	Tennessee	River	Valley	Development	Association	(LTRVDA)	stated	purpose	was	to	provide	
impartial	inventory	for	the	area's	assets	in	order	to	determine	best	means	of	development	(lasted	only	
until	1964	‐	too	much	public	opposition).
Press
7/29/63
H	PW/	Select	Sub	Real	Property	Acquisition	Ashford	Todd	(Acquisition	Practices	and	compensaiton	by	
Feds). Congressional	Action
8/1/63
H	PW/	Select	Sub	Real	Property	Acquisition	Ashford	Todd	(Acquisition	Practices	and	compensaiton	by	
Feds). Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
10/1/63
TVA	Report	No.	50‐100.	"The	Tellico	Project	on	the	LTR."	Knoxville.	Recommends	construction	of	the	
Tellico	project	as	a	multipurpose	water	resoure	and	regional	development	project	at	an	estimated	cost	
of	$41	million. Administrative	Action
1/1/64
TVA,	"Tellico	Dam	Project,"	Knoxville.
Administrative	Action
1/1/64
Tennessee	Game	and	Fish	Commission.	The	Potential	for	the	LTR	as	an	Economic	Asset,	Nashville.		
Report	questioned	the	economic	benefit	of	impounding	the	LTR:	favored	river‐oriented	recreational	use. Press
4/15/64
H	App/PW	TVA	FY65	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
9/22/64
Aubrey	Wagner	comes	down	to	Greenback	TN	for	meeting	he'd	called	for	Little	T.	River	Valley	
Development	Association,	but	the	400	people	protest	his	plan:	farmers,	fishermen,	Judge	Sue	Hicks.	
Aubrey	Wagner	(who	came	in	under	Eisenhower)	came	down	to	meeting	of	Little	T.	River	Valley	Dev't	
Association	(like	an	East	Tennessee	Development	District	type	thing)	of	600	people.		None	of	them	were	
in	favor	the	project.		Tellico	Area	Development	Council	was	then	formed	by	TVA	‐	a	three	county	group	
including	Madisonville,	Lenoir	city	(to	bring	in	industry	interests)	and	the	LTRVA	was	disbanded	then	
too.		This	group	later	became	the	Association	for	Preservation	of	the	Little	T.
Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
12/1/64
Tennessee	Farm	Bureau	News	Release:	Monroe	County	Farm	Bureau	and	Tennessee	Farm	Bureau	
Foundation	passed	resolutions	protesting	loss	of	the	area's	prime	agricultural	land	because	of	Tellerico. Press
1/1/65
Department	of	Interior	began	(failing	)	attempt	to	stop	Tellico	Project	by	classifying	Little	T	as	a	Scenic	
River. Administrative	Action
4/5/65
Amman.	Walter,	"Cherokee	Indians	to	Appeal	to	Douglas	to	Save	Homeland,"	Knoxville	Journal.	Delegatio
of	Cherokees	presented	a	petition	to	Justice	W.O.	Douglas	protesting	desecration	of	their	ancestral	lands.		
Douglas	forwarded	petition	to	President	Johnson. Press
5/3/65
H	App/.PW	TVA	FY66	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
7/14/65
	S	App/PW		TVA	FY66	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
3/29/66
S	PW	Nomination	of	Don	McBride	to	Bd.	of	TVA
Congressional	Action
4/5/66
TVA	FY67	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
5/17/66
S	PW		Nomination	of	McBride's		to	BD	of	TVA
Congressional	Action
5/24/66
H.	MM&F/FW	Cons			Miscellaneous	Fisheries	Legislation
Congressional	Action
6/1/66
H.	MM&F/FW	Cons			Miscellaneous	Fisheries	Legislation
Congressional	Action
9/21/66
House	debates	Tellico	Project
Congressional	Action
9/27/66
H.	App/PW	TVA	FY6Y	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
10/15/66
Tellico	Dam	Project	Authorization	as	a	multipurpose	water	resource	project.	PL	89‐969		(80	Stat.	1014)	
includes	appropriation	of	3.2	million	for	initial	project	construction. Congressional	Action
11/8/66
TVA	Board	Authorizes	construction	at	estimated	cost	of	$45	million.
Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
3/7/67
Preliminary	work	had	already	begun:	some	work	at	dam	site	(construction	of	concrete	portion	of	dam),	
land	acquisitions.	Ground	clearing	begins. Construction
4/6/67
H			App/PW		TVA	FY68	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
5/4/67
S	App/PW	TVA	FY68	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
6/1/67
S	App/PWTVA	FY	68	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
9/1/67
Tellico	Area	Planning	Council	(organized	by	state	planning	commission	to	ensure	local	participation	in	
further	Tellico	planning	and	receiving	technical	assistance	from	TVA‐received	TVA's	land	use	proposal:	
TAPC	approved	the	development	plan	within	two	months. Press
11/20/67
PL	90‐147	(81	Stat	482)	includes	appropriation	
Congressional	Action
1/1/68
Wild	and	Scenic	Rivers	Act.	PL	No.	90‐542	§2,	82	Stat.	906	(1968)	[codified	at	16	U.S.C	§1273	(1976	*	Sup.	
IV	(1980)].	LTR	had	been	"reportedly"	suggested	for	wild	and	scenic	river	status	in	early	1970s	but	
because	of	Tellico	controversy	it	never	got	past	initial	attempt. Congressional	Action
3/25/68
H	App/PW		TVA	FY69	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
4/1/68
H	App/.PW	TVA	FY66	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
8/8/68
PL	90‐479	(82	Stat.	715)	includes	appropriation	of	$7.9	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
1/1/69
NEPA	passed:	PL	91‐190.
Congressional	Action
3/28/69
Construction	of	concrete	portion	of	dam	completed.
Construction
4/21/69
H	App/PW	TVA	FY70	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
5/1/69
H	App/PW		TVA	FY70	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
5/13/69
S		TVA	FY70	Budget	Request
Congressional	Action
10/13/69
S		TVA	FY70	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
12/11/69
PL	91‐144	(83	Stat.	336)	includes	appropriation	of	$4.9	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
1/1/70
Effective	date	of	NEPA
Congressional	Action
4/20/70
H1181‐44	App/PW	TVA	FY71	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
4/20/70
S181‐17	App/PW	TVA	FY71	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
10/7/70
PL	91‐439	91‐439	(84	Stat	902)	includes	appropriation	of	$4.8	million	for	continuing	project	
construction. Congressional	Action
1/1/71
Keith	Phillips.	The	TVA's	Tellico	Project:	A	Reappraisal,	Knoxville,	Tenn.:	U.	of	Tenn.	Department	of	
Economics.		"The	Phillips	Report"	criticized	TVA's	Tellico	plans	as	based	on	faulty	benefit/cost	
evaluations	and	criticized	TVA's	technical	competence. Press
3/5/71
PW/Econ	Dev.	Possible	new	approaches	to	economic	development	legislation.
Congressional	Action
3/22/71
FWS	submitted	comments	on	the	DEIS.
Press
4/19/71
H	App/PW	FY72	TVA	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
4/20/71
S181‐23	App/PW	FY72	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
4/20/71
S181‐25	App/PW	FY72	pro‐Tellico
Congressional	Action
4/20/71
S181‐26	App/PW	Fy72	anti‐Tellico
Congressional	Action
5/17/71
Support	for	TVA	appropriations	for	completion	of	Tellico	Dam	project.	|	|	Witnesses:	SPROUL,	HARVEY,	
(judge,	representing	Tellico	Area	Planning	Council,	Loudon,	Tenn)	|	KENNEDY,	J.	P.,	(judge,	Monroe	Cty;	
member,	Tellico	Area	Planning	Council)	|	HALL,	CHARLES,	(mayor,	Tellico	Plains)	(71‐S181‐25) Hearings
6/18/71
TVA	files	DEIS	with	Council	on	Environmental	Quality,	stating	that	the	area's	environment	will	be	
significantly	improved	by	Tellico. Press
6/30/71
Miller,	Harold	V.,	Executive	Director,	Tennessee	State	Planning	Commission,	letter	to	Mr.	Barry	Vickery,	
State	of	Tennessee,	Office	of	Urban	and	Federal	Affairs;	Supported	TVA's	DEIS. Press
7/16/71
S181027	App/PW
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
7/22/71
Criley,	Walter,	Director	of	Planning	and	Development,	Tenn.,	Dept.	of	Conservation,	Letter	to	Mr.	Leonar
Tenn.	Dept.	of	Conservation,	Letter	to	Mr.	Leonard,	Bradley,	State	Office	of	Urban	and	Federal	Affairs,	
negative	criticism	of	TVA's	DEIS. Press
7/26/71
H183‐21	App/PW	H.	Rpt.	92‐381,	explaining	H.R.	10090,	FY	72	Apps
Congressional	Action
7/30/71
S183‐16	App/PW	S.	Rpt.	92‐327,	H.R.	10090
Congressional	Action
8/31/71
Goodrich,	David,	Director,	Tennessee	Game	and	Fish	commission;	Letter	to	Aubrey	Wgner,	TVA	
Chairman;	negative	criticism	of	TVA's	DEIS Press
9/3/71
Bradley,	Leonard	Director	of	Tennessee	Office	of	Urban	and	Federal	Affairs.	Letter	to	Mr.	Mike	Foster,	
Director,	TVA	Division	of	Navigational	Development	and	Regional	Studies:	Negative	Criticism	of	TVA's	
DEIS. Press
9/9/71
Teuten,	Bill,	Acting	Director,	State	of	Tenn.	Division	of	Industrial	Development;	letter	to	Leonard	
Bradley,	Director,	Tennessee	Office	of	Urban	and	Federal	Affairs;	supporting	TVA'S	DEIS Press
10/5/71
PL‐92‐134	(85	Stat	375)	includes	appropriation	of	$8	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
11/1/71
NEPA	Suit	filed	against	TVA	on	the	ground	that		TVA	had	failed	to		comply	with	the	requirements	of	NEP
A	PI	was	obtained	which	halted	the	project	until	1973.	The	revised	EIS	which	TVA	submitted	in	1973	
was	accepted	by	the	courts	and	the	injunction	dismissed	in	the	summer	of	1973.		Construction	began	in	
the	fall	for	1973.
Court
12/2/71
Suit	filed	by	EDF	and	others	in	Federal	District	Court	in	Birmingham,	Alabama	to	enjoin	the	project.		Suit	
transferred	to	the	Eastern	District	of	Tennessee,	Knoxville. Court
12/7/71
Letter	from	Governor	Dunn	to	TVA	Chairman	Wagner,	reprinted	in	Tellico	EIS:	exemplifies	TVA's	power
Dunn	officially	requested	that	TVA	recognize	"that	the	LT	as	it	now	exists	is	a	waterway	too	valuable	for	
the	State	of	Tennessee	to	sacrifice." Press
12/8/71
Chattanooga	News‐Free	Press	negative	criticims	of	TVA's	DEIS	by	EPA,	HUD,	DOI
Press
12/17/71
Aubrey	Wagner	to	Gov.	Dunn;	response	to	Gov.	Dunn's	letter	protesting	Tellico	Project;	detailing	
benefits	of	Tellico	Project	outweighing	alternatives. Press
1/1/72
Gov.	Winfield	Dunn's	request	ththte	project	be	modified	to	river‐based	management	is	rejected	by	TVA.
Press
1/7/72
Hearing	on	EDF's	motion	for	preliminary	injunction	before	Judge	Robert	L.	Taylor.
Court
1/11/72
EDF	v.	TVA,	339	F.	Supp.	806	(E.D.	Tenn.	1972).	EDF	suit	filed	requiring	adequate	EIS;	TVA	enjoined	
pending	preparation	of	a	conforming	EIS. Court
1/26/72
TVA	files	notice	of	appeal	in	EDF	v.	TVA.
Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
2/10/72
TVA	files	3‐volume	final	EIS	on	project	(statement	notes	that	rare	and	endangered	fish	would	be	affected	
by	project)	(???(	(see	EIS	at	1‐1‐42).
Office	of	Heealth	and	Environmental	Statement	Tellico	Project	I‐I‐49. Administrative	Action
2/17/72
H561‐15		MMF/FW/Cons			Administration	of	NEPA
Congressional	Action
3/15/72
H561‐10			MM&F/FWCons			ESA	(witness	list	in	file)
Congressional	Action
4/17/72
H181‐43		App/PW			TVA	Budget	requests,	FY73
Congressional	Action
4/18/72
S181‐26		App/PW		TVA	budget	requests,	FY73
Congressional	Action
4/18/72
S181‐26		App/PW		Argument	against	Tellico	(NWF,	EPC	etc.)
Congressional	Action
4/18/72
S181‐26	App/PW		Arguments	re:	Tellico	(Anti)
Congressional	Action
5/1/72
H181‐48			App/PW			TVA	Budget	requests/Wagner?
Congressional	Action
5/3/72
S181‐12		App/PW			TVA	Budget	Requests/FY74.
Congressional	Action
5/4/72
Boeing	News.	Available	in	TVA	administrative	files.	Boeing	Corp.	Agreed	to	invest	$25,000	and	planned	t
play	a	major	role	in	development	of	Timberlake.	(Boeing	pulled	out		March	3,	1975). Press
5/16/72
H181‐49			App/PW			Opposition	to	TVA
Congressional	Action
5/24/72
H561‐15		MMF/FWCons		Administration	of	NEPA
Congressional	Action
6/19/72
H183‐14		App/PW		H	Rpt.	92‐1151,	FRY73	PW	apps.
Congressional	Action
6/27/72
S183‐13		App			S.	Rpt.	92‐923,	Fy73	Apps
Congressional	Action
7/30/72
S183‐9			App/PW			S.	Rpt.	93‐338,	explaining	HR	8947,	FY74	Apps.
Congressional	Action
8/7/72
H183‐25		App			H.	Rpt.	92‐310,	conference	report	to	H.R.	15586,	FY73	Apps
Congressional	Action
8/25/72
PL	29‐405	(86	Stat	631)	includes	appropriation	of	$11.25	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
12/1/72
EDF	v.	TVA,	468	F.24	1164	(6th	Cir.	1972):	on	appeal	from	339	F.	supp.	806.	Injunction	affirmed	by	Ct.	of	
Appeals	(Weick,	McCree,	and	Miller,	JJ)	pending	EIS. Court
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/18/73
Committee	on	Commerce	Serial	No.	93‐67.	Hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Environment	on:	S.	1592	(text,	
p.	3‐23,	dept	rpt,	p.	50),	the	Administration	proposal,	and	S.	1983	(text,	p.	24‐49),	both	titled	the	
Endangered	Species	Conservation	Act	of	1973,	to	provide	for	the	conservation,	protection,	and	
propagation	of	endangered	species.	(74‐S261‐36)
Hearings
6/25/73
H183‐15			App		H.	Rpt.	93‐327,	FY74
Congressional	Action
7/27/73
H563‐9			MM&F			H.	Rpt.	93‐412,	H.R.	37,	ESA	of	1973.
Congressional	Action
7/27/73
S263‐30				S.	Rpt.	93‐307,	S.	1983	ESA	of	1973
Congressional	Action
8/12/73
Snail	Darter	Discovered	by	Etnier	and	Stiles	in	the	LTR	at	Coytee	Springs	near	river	mile	7.	Loudon	
County,	TN. Construction
8/16/73
PL	93‐97	(87	Stat	328)	includes	appropriation	of	$7.5	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
9/17/73
Trial	on	merits	in	NEPA	case.	(Sep.17‐20).
Court
10/25/73
EDF	v.	TVA,	371	F.	Supp.	1004	(E.D.	Tenn.	1973),	492	F.2d	466,	468	(6th	Cir.	1974)	holding	that	TVA's	
final	EIS	was	in	conformance	with	NEPA;	injunction	dissolved.	This	case	was	brought	after	final	EIS	was	
drafted. Court
11/1/73
TVA	proposal	for	research	on	snail	darter	triggered	by	Dr.	Etnier's	research	in	dam		area	revealing	the	
darter. Administrative	Action
11/1/73
Judgement	entered	for	TVA	dissolving	injunction	and	dismissing	case.	Opinion	reported	at	371	F.	Supp.	
1004	(E.D)	Tenn.	1973).	Plaintiffs	file	notice	of	appeal,	and	their	motion	for	injunction	pending	appeal	is	
denied	by	Judge	Taylor.	Work	resumes. Court
11/19/73
EDF	v.	TVA	stayed	denied,	414	U.S.	1036	(1973)	as	to	injunction	prior	to	EIS;	EDF	applied	for	stay	which	
was	denied	from	371	F	Supp.	1004. Court
12/1/73
Revised	construction	schedule	issued	called	for	dam	closure	in	January	1977.
Construction
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
12/1/73
U.	of	Tenn.	Graduate	Ecology	Program	Project	proposed	to	TVA	to	study	Ecology	and	Life	History	of	the	
Snail	Darter;	TVA	agrees	to	support	the	proposed	research	and	committeed	$12,000	over	a	3	year	period
to	finance	the	project. Press
12/19/73
H563‐20	MM&	F		H.	RPt.	930‐740	conference,	report,	S.	1983,	EA	of	1973.
Congressional	Action
12/28/73
ESA	passed.		Project	now	over	half	completed	with	over	$45	million	of	the	then	estimated	$69	million	
total	project	cost	appropriated	by	Congress. Congressional	Action
1/1/74
TVA,	Timberlake	New	Community	Draft	EIS		‐	the	plan	for	use	of	part	of	land	purchased	for	the	Tellico	
Project	‐	plans	for	industrial	city	to	be	built	by	the	Boeing	Corp.	with	subsidies	from	Congress. Administrative	Action
1/1/74
Tenn.	Pub.	Acts.	Ch.	749‐legislation	for	municipal	incorporation	for	the	Timberlake	community	which	
"attempted"	to	coordinate	interests	of	residents	and	developers. Press
1/1/74
Tenn.	Pub.	Acts,	CH.	749‐legislation	for	minicipal	incorporation	for	the	Timberlake	community,	which	
"attempted"	to	coordinate	interests	of	residents	and	developers. Press
2/22/74
EDF	v.	TVA,	492	F>	2d.	466	(6th	Cir.	1974)	(appeal	from	317	F.	Supp.	1004)	affirmance	of	dissolution	of	
injunction. Court
4/8/74
S181‐30			App/PW	FY75	Apps,			H.R.	15755
Congressional	Action
4/10/74
H181‐61		App/PW			TVA	Budget	Requests
Congressional	Action
6/3/74
H183‐6			App			H.Rpt.	93‐1077
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/26/74
United	States	of	America	upon	the	relation	for	the	use	of	the	TVA	v.	Two	Tracts	of	Land	Containing	a	
Total	of146.4	Acres,	More	or	Less	in	Loudon	County,	Tennessee,	et	al.,	387	F.	Supp.	319	(E.D.	Tenn	1974)	
condemnation	action	for	use	of	property	in	construction,	operation	and	maintenance	of	the	Tellico	
project.		Held:	TVA's	authority	and	purpose	in	condeming	is	subject	to	judicial	review;	TVA's	
condemnation	was	not	"aribtrary	and	capricious"	simply	because	property	being	condemned	might	
ultimately	be	resold	to	private	parties	at	some	future	date.
Court
6/26/74
S183‐9			App/PW			S?Rpt.	93‐1032	(H.R.	15155)
Congressional	Action
8/28/74
PL	93‐393		93‐2		88	Stat	782	Rev.	Leg.	His.	(H.R.	15155)	PW	Water	&	Power	Dev.	&	AEC	App.	Act/991
Congressional	Action
8/28/74
PL	93‐393	(88	Stat	791)	includes	appropriation	of	$16.9	million	for	continuing	project	construction.
Congressional	Action
9/1/74
Symposium	on	Endangered	Species	of	the	Southeastern	U.S.;	snail	darter	and	Tellico	discussed;	TVA	not	
represented. Administrative	Action
9/1/74
Sam	Venable	wrote	up	possible	lawsuit	evidence.	Hank	got	into	it	here.	Life	histories	of	the	Snail	Darter	
were	initiated	by	biologists	at	the	U.	Tenn.	TVA.		Biologists	visit	FWS	in	DC	to	discuss	the	ESA	and	some	
of	their	activities. Administrative	Action
9/13/74
TVA	enters	contract	with	the	University	of	Tennessee	to	study	the	snail	darter.
Administrative	Action
10/1/74
Meeting	at	Fort	Loudon	attended	by	representation	of	farmers.	Cherokees,	sportsment	and	others;	
citizen's	litigation	fund	began	for	snail	darter	case. Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
10/1/74
TVA	biologists,	Tom	Ripley	and	Jerry	Williams,	visited	the	OES	to	discuss	the	ESA	and	some	of	their	
activities	involving	Endangered	Species.		The	TVA	biologists	presented	their	views	of	the	snail	darter	an
briefly	outlined	their	contracted	research	efforts	with	biologists	at	the	U.	of	Tenn.	Took	position	that	the	
fish	not	be	listed.
Administrative	Action
11/1/74
Snail	Darter	Status	report	submitted	to	FWS	by	Etnier	indicating	that	the	major	threat	to	the	snail	darter	
was	impoundment	and	siltation	of	the	habitat.		FWS	initiated	an	in‐house	review	of	the	situation	to	
determine	whether	the	snail	darter	was	a	distinct	species	and	if	it	was	endangered. Administrative	Action
12/1/74
TVA	biological	crews	begin	searching	to	determine	if	other	populations	of	snail	darters	exist.
Construction
12/3/74
Letter	from	Secty.	Morton	to	all	federal	agencies	informing	them	of	their	responsiblities	under	the	ESA	of	
1973. Administrative	Action
1/1/75
J.	Chapman,	Archaie	Period	Research	in	the	Lower	Little	Tennessee	River	Valey‐1975	(available	as	a	TVA	
publication	in	Anthropology.	 Administrative	Action
1/3/75
United	States	of	America	upon	relation	and	for	the	use	of	the	Tennessee	Valley	Authority	v.	1.2	Acres	of	
Land,	More	or	Less,	In	Monroe	County,	Tennessee	et	al.,	390	F.	Supp.	256	(E.D.	Tenn.	1975)	condemnation	
action	by	TVA	(16	U.S.C.	§§831‐831dd)	to	take	defendant's	property	for	construction,	operation,	
maintenance	of	the	Tellico	Dam	and	Reservoir	Project	(filed	Nov.	12,	1974);	defendants	(property	
owners)	previously	signed	a	contract	for	sale;	judgement	for	TVA.
Court
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/20/75
FWS	petitioned	to	list	snail	darter.	Three	individuals	(TVA	v.	Hill	respondents)	petitioned	the	
Department	to	list	the	snail	darter	as	an	endangered	species	according	to	the	expedited	emergency	
procedures	of	the	ESA.	After	preliminary	review	by	biologists	in	the	OES,	a	notice	was	published	in	the	
Federal	Register	acknowledging	the	receipt	of	the	petition	and	initiating	a	review	of	the	snail	darter	
situation.		Wed.	March	12,	175,	Vol.	40.	No.	19,	p.	11618.		The	Governor	of	Tennessee	was	formally	
notified	by	letter	on	March	6	1975.
Press
3/3/75
Boileau,	O.C.,	Vice	President,	Boeing	Corporation.	Letter	to	Mr.	Lynn	Seeber,	TVA	General	Manager:	
because	of	general	economic	conditions,	nation's	economy	and	energy	priorities,	and	their	'75	
investment	plans,	Boeing	is	pulling	out	of	Timberlake. Administrative	Action
3/5/75
Letter	from	FWS	to	TVA	formally	notifying	the	TVA	of	the	petition	to	list.		Letter	also	pointed	out	to	the	
TVA	their	responsibilities	under	the	provisions	of	the	ESA.		TVA's	responded	on	March	12. Administrative	Action
3/6/75
Knoxville	Journal,	Boeing	Corporation	pulled	out	of	the	Timberlake	plan	because	of	economic	
unfeasibility. Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
3/6/75
Continuing	to	use	Timberlake	as	an	excuse	after	it	was	dead‐Boeing,	Inc.	pulled	out	in	1975	(Journal	,	
March	6	1975)	and	no	more	new	towns	funding	to	go	thru	the	New	Community	Development	Act	of	
1975.	Foster	of	TVA	said	"we're	going	to	have	a	Timberlake.	It's	just	too	nice	and	too	attractive	for	it	not	
to	happen."	(Refer	to	News	Sentinel,	Dec.	5,	1974).
Press
3/6/75
Letter	to	Gov.	of	Tennessee	formally	notifying	him	of	the	FWS	petition	to	list	snail	darter.		Letter	also	
requested	that	the	Gov.	agree	to	a	shorter	comment	period	so	the	snail	darter	could	be	listed	via	the	
emergency	listing	procedure.	In	a	letter	to	the	Asst.	Sec.	for	Fish	and	Wildlife	and	Parks	(March	24,	1975),	
Gov.	declined	to	waive	the	comment	period	which	prevented	the	emergency	listing	of	the	fish.
Administrative	Action
3/7/75
Reed,	Nathaniel,	Assistant	Secretary	of	the	Interior,	Letter	to	Mr.	Lynn	Seeber,	TVA	General	Manager.		
DOI	formally	notified	TVA	to	"take	all	measures	it	can	to	conserve	this	species."		TVA	responds	March	12. Administrative	Action
3/10/75
Snail	Darter	is	proposed	for	the	Federal	Endangered	Species	List.
Construction
3/12/75
Lynn	Seeber	to	Nathaniel	Reed	advising	DOI	that	TVA	would	take	steps	to	assure	conservation	but	
wouldn't	stop	work	on	the	dam.	 Administrative	Action
3/12/75
TVA	response	to	5	Mar.	FWS	letter:	indicated	that	they	had	reviewed	and	were	continuing	to	review	the	
impacts	of	their	project	on	the	snail	darter.		They	also	questioned	the	specific	validity	of	the	snail	darter	
and	the	restricted	nature	of	its	distribution. Administrative	Action
3/21/75
This	volume	considers	requests	of	the	Appalachian	Regional	Commission	(ARC),	Nuclear	Regulatory	
Commission	(NRC),	TVA,	and	FPC.	|	Tellico	Dam	Reservoir	Project,	Tenn,	environmental	impact,	TVA	
position	statement	(75‐S181‐54) Hearings
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
4/23/75
S181‐54,4			App/PW			TVA	FY	76Budget	requests/Wagner/623‐4
Congressional	Action
4/23/75
H181=40.I			App/PW	TVA	Budget	requests/Wagner,	et	also/H.R.	8122/59.
Congressional	Action
4/28/75
H181‐67	App/PW	Tenn.‐Tom/Blanton,	Fulton,	et	als./80
Congressional	Action
4/30/75
S641‐49			PW			TVA	Oversight	(7	parts)
Congressional	Action
5/1/75
H181‐68.11		App/PW			Tenn.‐Tom,	TVA	construction	K	policies/83
Congressional	Action
5/2/75
S641‐49			PW	TVA			Oversight	(7	parts)
Congressional	Action
5/5/75
S181‐6‐23			App/PW		Support	for	FY	76	apps	for	Duck	R:	Baker,	Rayburn,	McFarland/683	(published	
1976) Congressional	Action
6/3/75
TVA	begins	transplanting	Snail	Darters	in	the	Hiwassee	River	(Jun	3‐6)	the	FWS	was	not	informed	of	this	
operation	until	after	it	had	take	place.	Additional	transplants	were	made	in	September	and	October	1975.Construction
6/17/75
FWS	proposal	to	list	snail	darter	as	endangered.	After	thoroughly	reviewing	the	petition,	the	OES	drafted	
a	proposed	rulemaking	to	list	the	snail	darter	as	an	Endangered	Species.		The	proposal	(17	Jun	195,	FR	
Vol.	40,	no	117,	pp.	25597‐25598)	carried	a	60‐day	comment	period	during	which	TVA	submitted	a	
rather	large	package	of	comments	and	miscellaneous	documents	recommending	the	snail	darter	not	be	
listed.	Comment	period	closed	18	Aug.	1975)
Administrative	Action
6/20/75
H183‐32	App	H.	Rpt.	94‐319	explaining	H.R.	8122.	Transition	quarter	&	FY	76	apps./109
Congressional	Action
6/20/75
H.R.	Rep.	No.	94‐319,	94th	Cong.	1st	Sess.	76	(1975)	House	appropriations	committee	report	urged	the	
dam	"should	be	completed	as	promptly	as	possible;"	recommend	additional	$29	million	for	Tellico. Congressional	Action
8/20/75
TVA	challenges	listing	of	the	Snail	Darter	as	a	distinct	species.
Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
9/8/75
TVA	transplanted	an	additional	361	fish	from	the	LTR	to	the	Hiwasee.	An	additional	61	fish	were	
transplanted	from	the	LT	to	the	Nolichucky	River.	To	date	500	plus	individuals	have	been	transplanted	
to	the	Hiwasee	River.	Some	reproduction	has	been	observed	but	it	is	not	possible	to	determine	the	
success	of	this	transplant	until	5‐10	years	of	observation	have	been	made.
Administrative	Action
BOEING	ABANDONS	TIMBERLAKE	PROJECT	ASSERTING	THAT	IT	IS	UNECONOMIC
Administrative	Action
9/22/75
Explanation	of	NWRS	activities	and	Management	by	Objective	program;	problems	in	implementing	
Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973;	support	for	H.R.	5608	with	amendments;	number	of	fish	hatcheries	
transferred	to	States.	(76‐S261‐10) Hearings
10/1/75
FWS	requested	formal	consultation	with	TVA.	TVA	responded	and	indicated	that	they	would	contact	
FWS	in	the	near	future.Oct.	3,	1975	TVA	starts	Landscalping,	at	Coytee,	4	a.m. Administrative	Action
10/1/75
Committee	on	Merchant	Marine	and	Fisheries	Serial	No.	94‐17.	Hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Fisheries	
and	Wildlife	Conservation	and	the	Environment	on	implementation	of	Endangered	Species	Act	(ESA)	of	
1973	provisions	prohibiting	interstate	or	foreign	commerce	in	endangered	animals	or	destruction	of	
their	critical	habitats,	and	of	the	Convention	on	International	Trade	in	Endangered	Species	of	Wild	Fauna	
and	Flora	of	1975.	(76‐H561‐8)
Hearings
10/9/75
Publication	of	the	final	rulemaking	determining	the	Snail	Darter	to	be	an	Endangered	Species.	All	
comments	received	on	the	proposal	were	reviewed	and	a	summary	published	along	with	the	final	
determination.	40	FR	no.	197	pp.	47505‐47506. Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
11/9/75
TVA's	statement	that	Snail	Darter	found	at	Little	T	meant	they	lived	elsewhere	in	TR.	system.	(N‐S	Nov.	9,	
1975)	"TVA	biologists	should	be	aware	of	the	fact	that	fishes	are	typically	found	living	in	differing	
environmental	conditions	during	th	various	stages	of	their	life	cycles."	(Joe	Taylor)	There	has	been	no	
evidence	of	Snail	Darters	found	elsewhere	to	date.	(Sara	Cook).
Press
11/10/75
Snail	Darter	Officially	placed	on	the	Federal	Endangered	Species	List,	also	earns	a	spot	in	state	listing.	40	
Fed.	Reg.	47.506	[codified	at	50	C.F.R.	§17.11(h)	(1971)([also	at	4]	Fed.	Reg.	19926‐8	(1976)].	Interior	
Department	laced	darter	on	endangered	species	list	by	final	rulemaking	under	§1533	of	the	Act,	
designated	LTR	as	its	critical	habitat.	Secretary	of	Interior	State:	TVA	had	produced	"little	evidence	that	
they'd	carefully	studied	the	Hawsees	to	determine	whether	or	not"	a	transfer	of	the	darter	could	or:	
indicated	dissatisfaction	with	TVA's	efforts	at	search	for	alternative	sites	for	transplanting	the	darter.	
The	project	is	now	approximately	75%	complete	with	over	$75	million	invested	intake	construction.
Construction
12/4/75
S183‐3‐	App	s.	Rpt.	94‐506	explaining	H.R.	8122.	Transition	quarter	&	FY	76	apps/638
Congressional	Action
12/10/75
H183‐55	App	H.	Rpt.	94‐711:	conference	rpt.	On	H.R.	8122.	FY	76	app/111
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
12/16/75
FWS	published	Snail	Darter	Critical	Habitat	Proposal.	FR.	Vol.	40,	no.	242,	pp.	58308‐58312.	TVA's	
response	to	the	proposed	delineation	of	Critical	Habitat	for	snail	darter	recommended	that	no	action	be	
taken	until	further	studies	were	completed.	See	also	TVA	February	19,	1987,	comments	on	proposed	
determination	of	snail	darter	Critical	Habitat.
Administrative	Action
12/26/75
PL	94‐180	94‐180	89	Stat	1035/Leg.	Hls.	H.R.	8122	('76	PW	for	Water	&	Power
Congressional	Action
12/26/75
PL94‐180	(89	Stat	1047)	includes	appropriation	of	$23.7	million	for	continuing	construction	of	Tellico	in
FY	and	$5.4	million	for	the	transition	period. Congressional	Action
12/26/75
PL94‐180		89	Stat		1005/Rve.	Leg.	His,	H.R	8122/	published	1976)	1117
Congressional	Action
1/1/76
TVA	Justifications	of	Programs	and	Estimates,	FY77	Budget.
Congressional	Action
1/21/76
TVA	Appendix	to	Budget	FY77
Congressional	Action
1/22/76
Etnier's	description	of	the	snail	darter	(a	blueprint	for	species	identification)	is	accepted	by	Biological	
Society	of	Washington,	Scientific	name:	Percina	(Lmostoma)	tansil.	Proceedings	of	the	Biological	Society	
of	Washington,	Vol.	88.,	No.	44,	p.	469‐488. Construction
1/29/76
Tennessee	General	Assembly	seeks	removal	of	Snail	Darter	from	state	Endangered	Species	list.
Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/30/76
Ray	Blanton	threatening	jobs	of	Tennessee	Wildlife	and	Resources	Commissioners	(confidential:	Harvey	
Bray	&	Ben	Plant)	to	stop	them	from	coming	in	as	co‐plaintiffs	(N‐S)	says	that	WRA	voted	to	ask	the	state	
attorney	general	to	"take	whatever	stops	are	necessary"	to	protect	the	habitat	of	Little	T	snail	darter‐‐at	
one	time	TN	was	planning	to	come	on	the	case	as	co‐plaintiffs.
Press
2/1/76
TVA	transplants	an	additional	171	Snail	Darters	to	the	Hiwasee	River	under	an	FWS	letter	os	interim	
authority.	TO	date	700+snail	darters	have	been	transplanted	to	the	Hiwassee. Construction
2/5/76
Bill	to	remove	snail	darter	from	state	ES	list	(Rep.	Watson	&	Byrd);	this	was	to	prevent	TN	WRA's	
involvement	in	the	controversy.		Another	source	(N‐S	1‐30‐76)	said	Bill	was		introduced	"yesterday"	
which	would	be	Jan	29,	1976.	Watson	is	from	Cleveland,	TN	and	Byrd	from	Madisonville.	Another	source	
(Beacon	2‐2‐76)‐TVA	trying	to	destroy	Coytee	Springs	at	4am‐Nov.	11,	1975‐Hank	talked	to	Frank	
fields,	Ass.	Dir.	of	Forestry,	Fisheries	and	Wildlife	at	TVA.	He	said	that	Coyttee	Springs	was	a	mistake.	
TVA	went	down	to	the	banks	and	pulled	trees	out	by	the	root;	had	said	earlier	that	they	wouldn't	(to	Jim	
Williams	on	TVA's	1st	consultation,	in	helicopter)	photos	available	in	sidle	show‐refer	to	"Capitol	Hill"	
(David	Scates),	"TVA	clear	cutting	endangers	snail	darter."	"A	significant	portions	of	the	snail	Darter	
population	(80%)	is	located	in	the	vicinity	of	Coytee	Springs.	TVA	bulldozer	crews	recently	clearcut	
approximately	400	years	of	riverbank	directly	adjacent	ot	the	Snail	Darter	population	concentration.	
These	400	years	were	selected	out	of	66	miles	of	riverbank	included	in	the	proposed	project.	TVA's	
motives	in	selecting	the	400	yards	for	clear	putting	are	highly	suspect	since	erosion	for	the	exposed	
earth	will	probably	prevent	reproduction	of	the	species	in	the	are."	(Sara	Cook).
Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
2/14/76
First	formal	consultation	meeting	between	FWS	and	TVA	in	Tennessee	to	discuss	the	Tellico	Dam	Projec
and	its	impact	on	the	snail	darter.		The	TVA	transplant	project	was	reviewed	and	discussed. Administrative	Action
2/18/76
Hill	v.	TVA	filed	in	federal	District	Court	to	enjoin	project	as	in	violation	of	ESA.
Court
2/19/76
H.R.	8092,	to	extend	authorization	for	appropriations	to	the	Departments	of	Interior	and	Commerce	to	
carry	out	the	provisions	of	the	Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973.	Bill	was	favorably	reported.	(94	HMe‐
T.47) Hearings
2/20/76
End	of	comment	period	of	the	proposal	to	determine	a	portion	of	the	LTR	as	critical	habitat	for	the	snail	
darter. Administrative	Action
2/25/76
Court	hearing	in	the	US	District	Court,	Knoxville.	The	action	was	brought	by	Hiram	Hill,	Zyg	Plater	&	Don	
Cohen	against	TVA	for	violation	of	the	ESA,.	Judge	denied	request	for	TI	but	did	set	a	speedy	trial	date. Court
2/26/76
District	court	denies	plaintiffs'	motion	for	preliminary	injunction	in	Hill	v.	TVA.
Court
2/26/76
H.R.	8092,	to	extend	authorization	for	appropriations	for	Interior	and	Commerce	Department	programs	
to	carry	out	the	provisions	of	the	Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973.	Bill	was	favorably	reported.	(94	HMe‐
T.48) Hearings
2/29/76
Suite	filed	in	District	Court	seeking	permanent	injunction.
Court
3/3/76
Status	of	litigation	relating	to	environmental	effects	of	Tellico	Dam	and	Reservoir	Project,	Tenn.	(p.	3098‐
3099).	(76‐S181‐44) Hearings
3/8/76
H181‐45.1	App/PW	TVA	FY	77	Budget	requests/Wagner/77
Congressional	Action
3/9/76
S181‐44.2		App/PW		TVA	FY77	budget	request/Wagner,	Seeber,	Jenkins/707	(pp.	3098‐99,	insertion	of	
status	of	Tellico	litigation.) Congressional	Action
3/10/76
S642‐3		PW		Comm.	Serial	no.	94‐9/Report	to	the	Senate	Committee	on	the	Budget/	assesses	FY88	
budgetary	reqmts./1071 Congressional	Action
3/11/76
H563‐5		MM&F/FWCons		H.	Rpt.	940886/ESA	authorization.
Congressional	Action
3/11/76
DOI	asked	Blanton	to	apply	protection	procedure	provided	in	the	ESA	(120	day	protective	emergency)	
and	asked	TVA	to	conform	their	actions	to	conserve	the	fish.		Blanton	had	90	days	to	act,	and	used	all	90. Administrative	Action
3/29/76
H181‐48		App/PW		Testimony	of	various	witnesses,	incl.	Blanton,	re:	need	for	FY7	projects;	envtl.	
Concerns.	79. Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
4/1/76
FWS	published	final	rulemaking	on	snail	darter	critical	habit.	FWs	determined	that	the	LTR	between	rive	
mile	0.5	and	17	to	be	critical	habitat,	effective	May	3.		Fed.	Reg.	April	1,	1976,	Vol.	41,	No.	64,	pp.	13927‐8;	
includes	summary	of	comments	received	on	the	proposal. Administrative	Action
4/1/76
H181‐48	App/PW	Testimony	of	various	witnesses,	incl.	Blanton,	re:	need	for	FY7	projects;	envtl.	
Concerns.	79. Congressional	Action
4/6/76
United	State	of	America	ex	rel.	TVA	v.	Two	Tracts	of	Land	Containing	a	Total	of	146.4	Acres	More	or	Less,	
in	Loudon	County,	Tennessee,	et	al.,	532	F.	2d	1083	(6th	Cir.	1976);	lower	court	holding	affirmed	in	favor	
of	TVA. Court
4/23/76
Trial	date,	Hill	v.	TVA	in	U.S.	District	Court,	Knoxville.
Court
4/27/76
Region	4,	FWs	requested	TVA	to	initiate	Section	7	consultations.
Administrative	Action
4/29/76
News‐Sentinel,	Jim	Kykes.	"Sighting	of	Snail	Darter	in	Chickamauga	Reservoir	on	April	19,	1976	just	10	
days	prior	to	Knoxville	trial‐sighted	but	not	caught.		Cross	examination	by	Boone	Doherty	showed	that	
Dick	Fitts	could	not	identify	a	Snail	Darter	from	its	relative	fishes. Press
4/29/76
Hill	V.	TVA‐Trial	on	the	merits	held‐Judge	Robert	Taylor's	(April	29‐30).	Project	about	80%	complete.
Court
5/6/76
S261‐60	Comm/Envt.		Comm.	Serial	No.	94‐82;	Millas,	Parsons,	Schrenier;	support	for	S.	3122,	improved	
Dol	reguatory	review	process	for	ESA/819 Congressional	Action
5/6/76
Hearing	before	the	Subcom	on	Environment	to	consider	S.	2334	and	similar	S.	3122,	H.R.	8092	(texts,	
dept	rpts,	p.	3‐7),	to	authorize	FY76	transition	period,	FY77,	and	FY78	appropriations	for	Commerce	
and/or	Interior	Depts	administration	of	Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973.	(76‐S261‐60) Hearings
5/13/76
S263‐23			Comm		S.	Rpt.	940837/recommends	passage	of	s.	3122,	extend	Int.	&	Comm	authorizations	for	
ESA	implemention/828. Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
5/13/76
TVA	stated	their	belief	that	consolation	under	Section	7	has	been	completed.	TVA	is	informed	that	prior	
interaction	did	not	constitute	Section	7	consolation	and	FWS	Region	4	requested	TVA	to	initiate	
consultation. Administrative	Action
5/25/76
District	court	denies	injunction	and	dismisses	Hill	v.	TVA.
Court
6/8/76
H183‐24	App	H.	Rpt.	94‐1223:	Rpt	in	explanation	of	HR	14236:	FY	77	PW	for	Water	&	Power	apps./117
Congressional	Action
6/17/76
S183‐12	App	s.	prt.	940‐960;	RPT	in	explanation	of	HR	14236:	FY	77	PW	Water	&	Poer	apps.?117
Congressional	Action
6/24/76
H183‐32	App	H.	Rpt.	94‐1297:Conference	rpt.	On	HR	14236;	FY	77	PW	apps	Bill/118
Congressional	Action
6/30/76
PL	94‐325	94‐2	90	stat	889/Leg	His/PW	for	Water	and	Power	Dev	app.	(H.R.	14236).
Congressional	Action
7/12/76
POL94‐355	94‐2	90	Stat889/Leg	His/pW	for	Water	and	Power	Dev	App.	(H.R.	142436)
Congressional	Action
7/26/76
H183‐28	App/PW	H.	RPt.	92‐479,	conference	report,	H.R.	10090,	FY72	Apps
Congressional	Action
7/26/76
Temporary	injunction	pending	appeal;	expedited	argument.
Court
7/27/76
Announcement	that	Tellico	Project	cost	went	up	from	$100	million	to	$116	million	on	the	day	that	the	
6th	Cir.	Granted	a	TI	to	stop	construction	(July	27)	and	using	job	losses	as	a	ploy	(Journal,	Jul	29,	1976).	
IN	addition,	during	24	hours	the	6ht	Cir.	TI	was	in	effect.		TVA	continued	to	work	full	blast. Press
7/28/76
Injunction	modified	by	Judge	Weick	in	Akron,	and	work	allowed	to	continue	on	the	Dam,	with	the	
exception	of	the	actual	closure.	 Court
8/2/76
6th	cir.	Modified	injunction	to	permit	construction	but	enjoins	closure	of	the	dam	pending	appeal.
Court
8/18/76
Section	7	consolation,	as	requested	by	TVA,	is	initiated	and	a	FWS	consultation	team,	consisting	of	
Harold	O'Connor,	Robert	Jacobsen,	and	Ronald	Lamberson,	is	appointed. Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
8/24/76
TVA,	FWS	and	TWRA	reviewed	the	history	of	Tellico	Dam	and	discussed	the	consultation	problems.	TVA	
lawyers	informed	FWS	that	Tellico	Dam		will	be	closed	January	1,	1977.	And	that	TVA	would	consider	
only	transplant	activities	as	a	darter	preservation	strategy. Administrative	Action
9/2/76
FWS,	TVA	and	TWRA	met	in	Norris,	TN	to	discuss	FWS's	tentative	biological	opinion	and	discussed	
sighting	of	snail	darter	immediately	below	the	dam	site.		TVA	will	apply	for	emergency	permit	to	relocate	
the	fish. Administrative	Action
9/17/76
H443044		Int.	&	Ins	Aff			H.	Rpt.	94‐1608;	recommends	passage	of	HR	15563	amending	Fed	Water	Project	
Rec.	Act	of	1965	to	provide	rec.	use	of	TVA	projects	278. Congressional	Action
9/29/76
S443‐79			Int.	&	Ins	Aff	S.	Report	94‐1353;	recommends	passage	of	HR	15563	amending	Fed	Water	
Project	Rec.	Act	of	1965	to	enable	rec.	use	of	TVA	facilities/959. Congressional	Action
10/1/76
H561‐8.1			MM&F/FW	Cons.		ESA	Oversight/Review	of	ESA	implementation/Greenwalt,	Schreiner,	
Bavin/(1976)	405‐406 Congressional	Action
10/12/76
Biological	opinion	of	the	FWs	on	effect	of	Tellico	Dam	on	Snail	Darter	determined	that	operation	of	
Tellico	Dam	would	jeopardize	the	continued	existence	of	the	listed	species	and	result	in	the	destruction	
of	its	critical	habitat. Administrative	Action
10/14/76
Hearing	in	6th	Circuit	of	Appeals	Cincinnati.
Court
10/21/76
PL	94‐576			94‐2.	90	Stat	2728/Leg	His/Dams	&	Reservoirs	recreational,	public	uses/(H.R.	155563	&	
related	bills)/enables	TVA	to	consider	rec.	uses	1172. Congressional	Action
12/3/76
Delaying	of	Snail	Darter	transplantation	back	up	stream‐those	caught	below	the	dam‐trying	to	use	that	
as	an	excuse	to	transplant	elsewhere	(via	Fed	Reg.	Fri.	3	Dec	1976,	Vol.	41	No.	234). Construction
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/1/77
Formation	of	the	Tellico	Disposed	Landowners	Association;	Mr.	Alfred	Davis	and	MS.	Jean	Ritchey	were	
primarily	responsible;	represents	area	farmers. Press
1/1/77
Relocation	of	snail	darter	from	below	Tellico	Dam	upstream	in	the	LTR.		Snail	darters	carried	
downstream	through	the	dam	and	stranded	below	the	dam	have	been	captured	and	relocated	upstream.	
To	date,	1,286	snail	darters	have	been	relocated	in	the	LTR. Construction
1/31/77
6th	Circuit	reverses	district	court	decision	in	Hill	v.	TVA.		The	project	is	now	over	90&	complete	with	
$102	million	expended.		Permanent	injunction	granted	by	the	6th	Circuit	Ct.	of	Appeal	enjoined	
construction	w/o	dissent:	halted	all	activities	incident	to	the	Tellico	Dam	project	which	may	destroy	or	
modify	the	critical	habitat	of	the	snail	darter.		Hill	v.	TVA,	549	F.2d	1064	6th	Cir.	1977).
Court
2/24/77
District	Court	enters	injunction	pursuant	to	the	order	of	the	6th	Cir.	Order	enjoins	any	work	or	activity	
on	the	Tellico	project	which	may	destroy	or	modify	the	critical	habitat	of	the	snail	darter. Court
2/28/77
TVA	petitioned	FWS	to	delist	the	LTR	as	critical	habitat	for	snail	darter	and	applied	for	a	permit	to	
transplant	snail	darters. Congressional	Action
3/1/77
Tennessee	General	Assembly	passed	resolution	stating	legislative	support	for	completion	of	the	Dam
Press
3/7/77
S181‐2.2			App/PW			TVA	FY78	budget	request/Wagner/725	(published	1978)
Congressional	Action
3/7/77
H181‐15.1			App/PW			TVA	FY78	Budget	requests/Wagner,	Seeber,	Ripley/effects	of	ESA	
restrictions/explanation	of	H.R.	35544/48 Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
3/7/77
Continuation	of	hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Public	Works	on	FY78	civil	works	budget	requests.	This	
volume	considers	requests	of	TVA	and	Nuclear	Regulatory	Commission	(NRC).	|	Effects	of	Endangered	
Species	Act	restrictions	on	TVA	water	resource	development	projects,	focusing	on	inability	to	complete	
Tellico	Dam	and	Reservoir	project,	Tenn.,	due	to	requirement	to	protect	snail	darter	fish	habitat;	
explanation	of	H.R.	3554	(text,	p.	252‐253),	authorizing	the	President	to	nullify	any	executive	agency	
actions	judged	to	be	against	U.S.	national	interests,	including	orders	restricting	or	endangering	the	
energy	supply;	examination	of	specific	projects	and	development	programs.	(p.	232‐306).	(77‐H181‐15)
Hearings
3/28/77
H181‐45			App/PW			Bear	Creek/general	electric	power	entl	concerns/70
Congressional	Action
3/28/77
S181‐9.7		App/PW		Duck	River/Ness/730	(	published	1978)
Congressional	Action
4/4/77
H181‐68			App/PW			Tenn.‐Tom/budget	requests/Blanton/Wilkins,	Gore,	Beard,	Evins/91
Congressional	Action
4/4/77
Continuation	of	hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Public	Works	Appropriations.	This	volume	considers	
additional	testimony	from	public	witnesses	and	Members	of	Congress	on	various	public	works	projects	
involved	in	TVA,	Army	Corps	of	Engineers,	ERDA,	Bureau	of	Reclamation,	and	other	Interior	Dept	FY78	
budget	requests.	Blocks	of	testimony,	including	submitted	statements	and	materials,	relate	to	the	
following:	[…Tellico]	(77‐H181‐68)
Hearings
4/21/77
S321‐14			EnvtPw/ResProt			ESA	Authorization	S1316
Congressional	Action
4/21/77
S.	1316	(text,	p.	6),	to	extend	authorization	of	appropriations	through	FY80	for	Federal‐State	cooperative	
programs	under	the	Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973	(77‐S321‐14) Hearings
5/1/77
University	of	Tennessee	School	of	Architecture,	Alternative	Futures	for	the	TVA	Tellico	Project;	the	
House	Subcommittee	on	Fisheries	and	Wildlife	(funded	the	by	the	World	Wildlife	Fund)	requested	the	
non‐dam	alternatives.	 Congressional	Action
5/16/77
H563‐15			MM&F.		H.	Rpt.	95‐33/authorization	of	§6	ESA	recommends	passage	of	HR	6405	(clean	versio
of	4741)	to	authorize	apps	through	FY	81/447 Congressional	Action
5/16/77
S323‐9			EnvtPW/ResProt			S.	Rpt.	95‐186/recommends	passage	of	S.	1316
Congressional	Action
5/31/77
TVA	petitions	Supreme	Court	for	cert.	in	Hill	v.	TVA.
Court
6/2/77
H183‐17			App			H.	Rpt.	95‐379/Rpt	in	explanation	of	H.R.	7553/FY78	PW	apps/115
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/25/77
S183‐15			App			S.	Rpt.	95‐301/Rpt.	In	explanation	of	H.R.	7553
Congressional	Action
7/6/77
FWS	denied	TVA	application	for	permit	to	transplant	snail	darters	form	the	LTR	to	other	sites,	stating	
that	population	levels	for	the	species	in	the	LT	was	so	low	that	removal	could	jeopardize	its	continued	
existence. Administrative	Action
7/19/77
Letter	from	Ms.	Alice	Milton	to	Peter	Alliman;	shows	resurrection	of	the	project	after	Sen.	Estes	Kefauve
(who	opposed	the	project)	died	and	Rep.	JB	Frazier	left	office. Press
7/19/77
S.	David	Freeman	appointed	director	of	TVA;	confirmed	August	4	1977;	made	chairman	May	19,	1978.
Administrative	Action
7/20/77
H183‐34			App			H.	Rpt.	95‐507/conf.	Rpt..	In	explanation	of	H.R.	7553/FY78	PW	apps/115
Congressional	Action
7/20/77
S321‐15			EnvtPW/restart			ESA	Oversight/focusing	on	§7	and	Tellico/925	(1978	publication)
Congressional	Action
7/20/77
Committee	on	Environment	and	Public	Works	Serial	No.	95‐H33.	Hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	
Resource	Protection	on	implementation	of	the	Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973	(ESA),	which	authorizes	a	
national	program	for	conservation	of	endangered	or	threatened	species	of	fish,	wildlife,	and	plants,	and	
directs	the	Interior	and	Commerce	Depts	to	identify	endangered	species	and	issue	appropriate	
regulations	for	their	protection.	|	Focuses	on	ESA	Section	7	provisions	requiring	protection	of	critical	
habitat,	and	prohibiting	damage	to	critical	habitat	by	federally	assisted	projects.	At	time	of	hearing,	the	
federally	assisted	TVA	Tellico	Dam	Project	completion	on	the	Little	Tennessee	River,	Tenn.	had	been	
interdicted	by	Interior	Dept,	as	dam	closure	threatened	critical	habitat	of	the	snail	darter	fish.	|	Includes	
witnesses'	prepared	statements	(p.	394‐514,	576‐741),	submitted	statements	and	correspondence	(p.	2
27,	302‐304,	743‐862),	and	submitted	responses	to	questions	(p.	863‐1025),	including:	|	a.	Michigan	Dept	
of	Natural	Resources,	"Michigan's	Endangered	and	Threatened	Species	Program,"	with	annotated	species	
lists	(p.	421‐463).	|	b.	TVA,	weekly	construction	force	reports,	Tellico	Dam	Project,	1974‐76	(p.	909‐
937).	|	c.	TVA,	"Tellico	Project	Economic	Analysis,"	Sept.	22,	1971	(p.	973‐979).	|	d.	TVA,	"Comments	on	
Revised	GAO	Report	on	the	Tellico	Project,"	Aug.	1977	(p.	992‐1014).	|	e.	TVA,	"Snail	Darter	Conservation	
Program	Situation	Assessment.	Population	Age	Structure	and	Distribution:	Little	Tennessee	and	
Hiwasee	Rivers,"	Feb.	1977	(p.	1015‐1025).	|	Potential	for	stopping	construction	of	major	facilities	by	
listing	of	new	species	on	the	basis	of	limited	knowledge	of	habitat;	need	to	free	scientific	researchers	on	
endangered	species	from	viewed	excessive	ESA	paperwork	requirements;	problems	in	determination	of	
species;	differing	views	on	adequacy	of	informational	basis	for	declaring	Little	Tennessee	River	critical	
habitat	for	snail	darter.	|	Viewed	increased	value	of	Tellico	project	without	dam,	including	retention	of	
Cherokee	archeological	resources,	and	critical	habitat	of	snail	darter;	recommended	further	study	of	
alternatives;	criticism	of	TVA	use	of	eminent	domain	to	take	farmers'	land,	allegedly	to	sell	for	profit;	
Cherokee	Tribal	Council	opposition	to	dam	completion.	(78‐S321‐15)
Hearings
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
8/1/77
S3231‐22			EnvtPW/RestProt			Freeman	nominated	considered.	
Congressional	Action
8/7/77
PL95‐96	95‐1	91	Stat	797/Leg	His/PW	for	Water	and	Power	Dev	apps	FY78/HR	7553	&	related	
bills/1125 Congressional	Action
8/7/77
PL95‐95			95‐1			91	Stat	797/Rve.	Leg.	His/PW	for	Water…/HR7553/1158	(published	1978)
Congressional	Action
10/14/77
GAO	issues	a	a	report	recommending	a	new	benefit/cost	evaluation	for	Tellico	and	river	valley	
alternatives. Congressional	Action
11/14/77
Comptroller's	General	of	the	U.S.,	the	TVA's	Tellico	Dam	Project‐Costs,	Alternatives	and	Benefits(based	
on	TVA	information)	EMD‐77‐58;	TVA's	projection	for	future	benefits	from	the	project;	report	
recognized	that	further	analysis	of	Tellico	project	was	needed	because	other	alternatives	to	the	dam	
seemed	possible.		Also	cited	as:	U.S.	Government	Accounting	Office.		Tellico‐Costs‐(October	14,	
1977)Supreme	Court	grants	TVA's	petition	for	writ	of	certiorari.
Congressional	Action
11/14/77
TVA	requested	information	concerning	the	status	of	its	February		28,	1977	petition	to	delist	the	snail	
darter's	critical	habitat	and	its	permit	application	to	transplant	the	fish. Administrative	Action
11/29/77
H563‐33		MM&F		to	extend	authorization.
Congressional	Action
11/29/77
S323‐22	Envt&PW	S.	rpt.	95‐607/conf.	Rpt.	On	S	1316
Congressional	Action
12/5/77
TVA's	petition	to	delist	the	snails	darter's	critical	habitat	was	formally	denied.
Administrative	Action
12/19/77
PL95‐212	95‐1	91	Stat	1493/Leg	His/ESA	amendment,	cooperative	agreements/S.	1316	&	related	
bills/1141 Congressional	Action
12/19/77
PL95‐212	95‐1	91	State	1493/Reve	Leg	His/1164	(published	1978).
Congressional	Action
1/1/78
Endangered	Species‐Part	2:	Hearings	on	H.R.	10833	Before	the	Subcommittee.
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/1/78
Endangered	Species‐Part	2:	Hearings	on	H.R.	10833	Before	the	Subcommittee	on	Fisheries	and	Wildlife	
Conservation	of	the	House	Committee	on	Merchant	Marine	and	Fisheries,	95th	Congress,	1st	Session,	
728‐91	(1978):	in	which	Chairman	Freeman	testified	that	"the	statutory	endangered	species	
consultation	process	was	administratively	workable."
Congressional	Action
1/1/78
Snail	darter	population	levels	in	LTR.	Recent	surveys,	indicate	that	the	population	in	the	LTR	is	25%‐
50%	of	its	former	abundance. Construction
1/4/78
Regulations,	50	C.F.R.	402.03.	43	Fed.	Reg.	870,	ESA	regulation	for	agency	consultation	with	the	Sec.	of	Int.	
to	insure	protection	of	species	and	their	critical	habitat.		After	CT.	of	Appeals	decision	in	Hill	v.	TVA,	the	
agencies	adopted	the	court's	view	and	the	language	of	42	Fed.	Reg.	4869	(1977)	was	repealed. Administrative	Action
1/25/78
Brief:U.S.	Department	of	Justice.	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	on	behalf	of	TVA	filed	appeal	from	6th	Circuit	
with	the	Supreme	Court	(&	brief). Court
2/15/78
H	561‐29			MM&F/FWCon		considers	HR	10883	to	extend	int.	&	Comm	apps	for	ESA	programs	for	FY79‐
81	(Part1)	485 Congressional	Action
2/15/78
H561‐30			MM&F/FWCons			HR	10883	(Part	2)
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
2/15/78
Committee	on	Merchant	Marine	and	Fisheries	Serial	No.	95‐39.	Hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Fisheries	
and	Wildlife	Conservation	and	the	Environment	on	implementation	of	the	Endangered	Species	Act	of	
1973	(ESA),	authorizing	a	national	program	for	conservation	of	endangered	or	threatened	species	of	fish,	
wildlife,	and	plants.	Directs	Interior	and	Commerce	Depts	to	identify	endangered	species,	and,	under	
section	7,	to	issue	appropriate	regulations	to	preserve	their	critical	habitats,	notwithstanding	conflicting
Federal	program	authorities.	|	Focuses	on	section	7	impact	to	halt	federally	assisted	projects,	with	
testimony	on	interdiction	of	the	TVA	Tellico	Dam	Project	on	the	Little	Tennessee	River,	Tenn.,	because	of	
project's	threat	to	the	critical	habitat	of	the	snail	darter	fish.	|	Background	of	Tellico	Dam	Project	conflict	
(maps,	p.	285‐287),	suggesting	TVA	inflexibility	in	case	negotiations;	possible	alternatives	to	Tellico	Dam	
completion;	ability	under	ESA	Section	7	to	resolve	all	conflicts	through	good	faith	consultations.	(p.	283‐
310).	|	Summaries	of	reports	on	potential	modifications	and/or	alternatives	to	Tellico	Dam	Project	
completion;	drawbacks	of	dam	completion	(Hanson).	(78‐H561‐29)
Hearings
2/27/78
BUDGET	EXPLANATION:	TVA	request	for	FY79	(submitted	justifications,	p.	158‐357)	for	regional	
development	in	the	Tennessee	Valley,	including	the	following	programs…[]	|	Impact	of	Endangered	
Species	Act	on	TVA	water	resources	development	programs,	with	emphasis	on	Tellico	Dam	and	
Reservoir	project,	Tenn.,	and	the	requirements	to	protect	the	snail	darter.	|	INSERTIONS:	|	Estimated	
capital.	Cost	per	kilowatt	for	U.S.	nuclear	plants,	with	comparative	data	for	TVA	plants,	graph,	tables	(p.	
374‐379).	|	TVA	analysis	of	changes	in	equipment,	capabilities	and	costs	of	seven	TVA	nuclear	power	
facilities	(p.	381‐419).	(78‐S181‐39)
Hearings
2/28/78
H181‐46.3			App/PW			TVA	FY79	budget	request/Wagner/92
Congressional	Action
2/28/78
H181‐46.3			App/PW			TVA	FY79	budget	request/Wagner/754.
Congressional	Action
3/16/78
DOI	requested	TVA	to	reinitiate	§7	consultation,	and	consider	the	alternative	of	converting	the	project	
to	a	free‐flowing	stream‐oriented	economic,	agricultural,	recreational	and	cultural	development	project. Administrative	Action
3/31/78
Chairman	Wagner	agrees	to	consultation,	but	not	on	subjects	other	that	transplants	or	delisting	of	
critical	habitat. Administrative	Action
3/31/78
H563‐8			MM&F			H.	Rpt.	95‐1026/recommends	passage	of	HR	10883	to	extend	ESA	app	through	
FY81//488 Congressional	Action
4/3/78
H181‐50		App/PW		Tenn.‐Tom/general	testimony/95
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
4/5/78
H181‐62.9			App/PW			Columbia,	etc/MacFarland,	Gore,	Beard,	Chandler/123
Congressional	Action
4/6/78
TVA	Director	Freeman	suggests	a	"dry	dam"	project.
Administrative	Action
4/6/78
S181‐62.9		App/PW		Chandler/778
Congressional	Action
4/6/78
S.	2699	(text,	dept	rpt,	p.	7‐10),	to	amend	the	Reservoir	Salvage	Act	of	1960,	as	amended	by	P.L.	93‐291,	
the	Archeological	and	Historic	Preservation	Act	of	1974,	to	extend	through	FY83	Interior	Dept	programs
for	preservation	and	recovery	of	historical	and	archeological	data	endangered	by	federally	supported	
public	works	projects.	|	witnesses	include	CHAPMAN,	JEFFERSON,	(anthropology	dept,	Univ	of	Tenn;	
principal	investigator,	Tellico	Archaeological	Project,	Tenn,	p.	94‐95)	(78‐S311‐55)
Hearings
4/6/78
This	volume	considers	testimony	from	Members	of	Congress	and	other	individuals	and	organizations	on	
various	civil	works	programs	involving	Army	Corps	of	Engineers,	Bureau	of	Reclamation,	and	Energy	
Dept	(DOE)	requests.	Blocks	of	testimony,	including	submitted	statements	and	correspondence,	relate	to	
the	following:	[…Tellico]	(78‐S181‐62)
Hearings
4/13/78
S321‐42		Envl&PW/RESProt		ESA	amendment	(S.	2899)/Greenwalt,	Bean,	Plater,	Zagata,	Garrett,	Gotten,	
Stevens/937 Congressional	Action
4/13/78
Committee	on	Environment	and	Public	Works	Serial	No.	95‐H60.	Hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	
Resource	Protection	to	consider	S.	2899	(text,	p.	3‐15),	to	amend	and	extend	programs	under	the	
Endangered	Species	Act	of	1973	through	FY81.	Also	revises	section	7	to	establish	an	Endangered	Species	
Interagency	Committee	to	rule	on	Federal	agency	applications	for	act	exemptions	in	order	to	carry	out	
national	or	regional	projects	expected	to	impact	wildlife	adversely	when	consultations	with	Fish	and	
Wildlife	Service	fails	to	resolve	conflicts.	|	Focuses	on	recommendations	for	enhancing	act	flexibility,	
especially	merits	of	section	7	revision	in	view	of	past	delays	and	litigation	ensuing	when	Federal	projects	
are	halted,	notwithstanding	conflicting	program	authorities,	on	the	basis	of	Fish	and	Wildlife	Service	
determinations	that	endangered	species	critical	habitats	are	threatened.	|	Satisfaction	with	Endangered	
Species	Act	present	provisions	for	resolution	of	conflicts;	need	to	increase	act	funding	to	ensure	effective	
enforcement.	|	CONTENT	NOTATION:	|	Endangered	Species	Act	programs	extension	and	revision	(78‐
S321‐42)
Hearings
4/17/78
Secretary	Andrus	acknowledged	TVA's	acceptance	of	offer	to	undertake	consultation.
Administrative	Action
4/18/78
The	Supreme	Court	hears	oral	argument	on	the	snail	darter	case.		Hill	v.	TVA.
Court
5/10/78
First	consulation	coordination	meeting	held	at	agency	head	level	between	TVA	and	DOI.
Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
5/15/78
S323‐13			Envl&PW				Recommends	passage	of	S289	to	authorize	FY79‐81	aps	for	ESA;also	extablish	ES	
Interagency	Comm/943 Congressional	Action
5/18/78
TVA	Chairman	Wagner's	Term	ended;	Balloch,	Jim	"Frustrated	Bill	Jenkins	Quits	TVA"	Knoxville	News‐
Sentinel;	William	Jenkins,	TVA	Board	member	resigned	because	of	frustration	with	outside	interference	
with	TVA	operations. Administrative	Action
5/24/78
H561‐29.2,			3.4	MM&F/FW	Cons			Duncan,	Beard,	Herbst,	Schreiner/§7/Part	1/485
Congressional	Action
5/24/78
H561‐30			MM&F/FWCons			Part	2.
Congressional	Action
6/1/78
H561‐29.7			MM&F/FW	Cons			Plater,	Stevens,	Berger,	Garrertt,	Zagata,	Reveal/Part	1	/485
Congressional	Action
6/1/78
H561‐30		MM&F/FW	Cons			Part	2
Congressional	Action
6/1/78
H183‐11			App			H/Rpt.	95‐1247/Rpt.	In	explanation	of	HR	12928,	FY79	PW	appropriations/139.
Congressional	Action
6/15/78
Supreme	Court	(6‐3)	affirms	the	6th	Cir.	TVA	v.	Hill	437	U.S.	153	(1978).	"on	theory	that	federal	agencies	
must	obey	federal	statutes	and	courts	are	to	enforce	the	law	to	that	end." Court
6/16/78
Formation	of	TVA‐DOI	task	force	for	examination	of	alternatives	to	complete	the	Tellico	project	within	
existing	law.	Task	force	to	issue	report	to	Congress	and	the	public	by	August	10. Administrative	Action
6/20/78
H561‐30.1	MM&F/FW	Cons	Plater,	McDormick,	Etnier,	Ritchey,	Davis,	Durham,	Burgner,	Russell,	Cox,	
King,	Chapman,	Hardin,	Evasion	Cook,	Skelton/486 Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/20/78
Continuation	of	hearings	before	the	Subcom	on	Fisheries	and	Wildlife	Conservation	and	the	Environment	
on	implementation	of	the	Endangered	Species	Act	(ESA)	of	1973,	including	section	7	use	to	halt	Tellico	
Dam	Project.	|	Rep.	Robert	F.	Drinan	(D‐Mass)	participates	in	questioning	witnesses	on	June	23.	|	Include
text	of	Supreme	Court	decision	in	TVA	v.	Hill	upholding	Tellico	Dam	Project	interdiction	order,	June	15,	
1978	(p.	565‐627).	|	Background	of	Tellico	project	conflict;	viewed	insufficiency	of	reasons	for	dam	
completion;	support	for	ESA	extension	without	amendment;	criticism	of	TVA	use	of	eminent	domain	to	
take	farmers'	land.	(p.	627‐648).	|	Arguments	for	preserving	Cherokee	ancestral	land	threatened	by	dam;	
estimated	value	of	TVA‐owned	farmland	potential	output	if	dam	is	not	completed;	viewed	increased	
value	of	Tellico	project	without	dam,	including	retention	of	trout	fishing,	Cherokee	sacred	lands,	and	
Indian	archeological	resources;	possibilities	for	project	use	as	a	recreational‐cultural	complex	
complementary	to	Great	Smoky	Mountains	National	Park,	Tenn.	(p.	648‐682).	|	Reappraisal	of	merits	of	
various	options	for	TVA	development	of	Tellico	project,	with	emphasis	on	job	creation	potential;	efforts	
to	complete	cost‐benefits	analysis	of	Tellico	project;	chronology	(p.	764‐768)	of	Tellico	project	
development;	explanation	of	1977	cost‐benefit	ratio	for	dam	completion.	|	Insertions:	|	a.	Tellico	Dam	
Project,	project	description	and	costs	assessment,	1977	(p.	738‐744).	|	b.	TVA	and	Interior	Dept	
correspondence	regarding	Tellico	Dam	Project,	1978	(p.	777‐791).	(78‐H561‐30)
Hearings
6/23/78
H561‐30.2,3,			MM&F/FW	Cons		Freeman,	King	/486.
Congressional	Action
6/28/78
H561‐30.6	MM&F/FW	Cons	Greenwalt/486
Congressional	Action
7/1/78
Endangered	Species	Committee/draft	by	Congress	and	included:	secretaries	of	Interior,	Army,	
Agriculture,	administrators	of	EPA,	NOAA;	Chairmen	of	President's	Council	of	Economic	Advisers:	
presidential	appointee	from	the	state	involved. Congressional	Action
8/7/78
S183‐18		App.			S.	Rpt.	95‐1069/rpt	in	explanation	of	HR	12928	FY79	PW	apps/782
Congressional	Action
8/14/78
H183‐3‐	App	H	Rpt.	95‐1490/conf.	Rpt.	On	Hr	12828	FY79	PW	apps/141.
Congressional	Action
9/25/78
H563‐40	MM&F		H.	Rpt.	95‐1625/recommends	passage	of	HR	14104,	ESA	Amends	of	1989	extending	
apps	through	FY81/14104	is	clean	version	of	HR	13807:	is	related	to	HR	10883	&	S.	2899./491. Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
9/25/78
Conservation	Foundation	and	RFF,	comments	on	the	Drafts	Report:	"Alternatives	for	Completing	the	
Tellico	Project"	(unpublished	comments	submitted	to	TVA	in	response	to	the	TVA's	alternatives	report. Press
9/25/78
LTR	Alliance,	Analytical	Commentary‐Tellico	Alternatives	Draft	Report	(unpublished)
Press
10/5/78
H180‐36			App			Veto	message	on	HR	12928	to	make	FY79	PW	apps	for	water	and	power	development/65
Congressional	Action
10/15/78
H563‐40	MM&F	H.	Rpt.	95‐1804/conf.	Rpt	on	S.	2899	ESA	Amend	of	1978/491
Congressional	Action
11/10/78
Endangered	Species	Act	Amendments,	Act	of	Nov.	10,	1978,	P.L.	No	95‐632,	92	Stat.	3751	)	codified	at	16	
U.S.C	§§1532‐1542	(supp.	IV	1980)‐provided	elaborate	review	procedure	empowered	to	grant	ESA	
exemptions. Congressional	Action
12/1/78
TVA,	Alternatives	for	Competing	the	‐Tellico	Project	(final	report)	date	draft	report	was	submitted:	an	
"alternatives"	report‐analyzing	3	different	development	options	other	than	the	reservoir. Administrative	Action
1/19/79
Endangered	Species	Committee	Staff	Report	2.17	(unpublished)	‐	part	of	the	Endangered	Species	
Committee's	economic	review,	which	found	TVA's	"benefits"	to	be	inflated. Administrative	Action
1/23/79
Endangered	Species	Committee,	Typewritten	transcript	of	Public	Hearing,	Washington,	D.C.;	ESC	voted	
unanimously	against	exempting	Tellico	Project	from	ESA	requirements	because	dam	could	not	be	
economically	justified	to	terms	of	benefits	(rather	than	on	ecological	grounds0:	this	committee	is	a	
cabinet‐level	committee.	Also		cited	as	Endangered	Species	Committee,	Tellico	Dam	and	Reservoir	
Project	21	(Juan	23,	1979	(unpublished	transcript	of	public	hearing.)
Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
1/24/79
Washington	Post	§A	at	12,	Col.	5.	Chairman	of	ESC	Andrus	stated	that	the	project	was	"ill‐conceived	and	
uneconomic"	and	that	the	snail	darter	shouldn't	get	all	the	credit	for	stopping	the	project. Press
4/3/79
S321‐28	Env.PW/ResProt			examining	implementation	of	PL95‐632	(ESA	"78	amendments)/	issue	is	
whether	to	extend	act	program	beyond	31	Masr	"80	expiration/844. Press
4/3/79
The	underlying	issue	is	whether	to	extend	act	programs	beyond	the	Mar.	31,	1980	expiration	date.	|	
Overview	of	events	leading	to	TVA	Tellico	Dam	in	Tennessee	interdiction	because	of	threat	posed	to	sna
darter's	critical	habitat;	arguments	for	project	resumption	despite	Endangered	Species	Interagency	
Committee	refusal	to	grant	an	exemption.	(p.	53‐72).	|	TVA	Tellico	Dam	Project	completion	interdiction	
to	preserve	snail	darter	critical	habitat	(79‐S321‐28)
Hearings
4/6/79
Full	Senate	rejects	Baker	AmendmentOversight	hearing	on	Apr.	6	considers	H.R.	2218	(text,	dept	rpt,	p.	4‐
9),	to	authorize	FY80‐82	appropriations	for	Commerce	and	Interior	Depts	programs	under	the	
Endangered	Species	Act	(ESA)	of	1973.	|	Adverse	impact	of	ESA	requirements	on	represented	companies,	
including	problems	with	Interior	Dept	program	implementation;	suggested	ESA	amendments.	(80‐H561‐
1)
Congressional	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/18/79
125	Cong.	Rec.	H4553	(daily	ed.	Jun	18,	199);	Rep.	John	Duncan	"engineered	a	rider"	on	annual	public	
works	appropriation	bill	overriding	all	bills	applying	to	Tellico	and	all	economic	analyses,	and	ordered	
completion	of	project,	only	interrupted	and	only	read	first	17	words	of	the	amendment.	U.S.	Congress	
House.	Congressional	Record,	96th	Cong.,	1st	Sess.	15301.	Wording	of	Congressional	exemption	of	Tellic
project.
Congressional	Action
7/5/79
H.R.	4388.	Rep.	John	Duncan	attached	exemption	for	Tellico	as	amendment	to	ESA	as	rider	to	energy	and	
Water	Appropriation	Bill.Hill	v.	TVA,	84	F.R.D..	226	(ED.	Tenn.	1979(	29	F.R.	Serv.	2d	691;	plaintiff's	
attempt	to	collect	expert	witness	and	counsel's	fees	under	provisions	of	ESA	§11((g)(4)	was	rejected	by	
Judge	Taylor.	(When	darter	attorneys	filed	appeal,	TVA	settled;	Plater	donated	the	fee	award,	$14,000,	to	
National	Trout	Unlimited	for	river	protection	efforts.)
Congressional	Action
7/25/79
Letter	from	Rep.	John	Duncan	to	the	other	members	of	the	House;	indicating	that	there	was	no	
justification	for	the	project's	delay	"that	the	land	has	already	been	taken,	money	spent,	project	99%	
complete. Congressional	Action
9/10/79
Roll	Call	Vote		No.	269	(Johnston)	Motion	to	Recede	Senate	Amendment	30	(Conference	Report	HR	5388)	
Leg.	Day	21	Jun	79). Congressional	Action
9/10/79
(after	two	rejections	of	Duncan's	rider)	the	H	version		of	the	appropriations	bill	with	rider	passed	Senate	
by	4	votes	and	was	sent	to	President.
125	cong	rec	23872 Congressional	Action
9/25/79
Jimmy	Carter,	Statement	by	the	President,	White	House	Press	Release:	Pres.	Carter	signed	Tellico	
exemption	1)	because	"I	am	convinced	that	even	if	I	vetoed	this	bill,	Tellico	exemptions	would	be	
proposed	repeatedly",	2)	"balance	many	competing	interests";	3)	"avoiding	a	divisive	veto	battle	will	
concerns"	(i.e.,.	Panama	Canal	Treaty).
Administrative	Action
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
9/27/79
Recommendations	regarding	Endangered	Species	Act	extension.	(80‐H561‐19)
Hearings
10/1/79
Press	conf:	PhilShabecoff	Q;	Cherokees	suggest	lawsuit
Press
10/1/79 Other
11/2/79
Sequoyah	v.	TVA,	480	F.	Supp.	608	(E.D.	Tenn.	1979);	Cherokee	opposition	to	destruction	of	Cherokee	
sites	by	Tellico	Dam	Project:	opposition	brought	by	Easter	Band	and	United	Ketooah	Band;	contending	
the	impoundment	of	the	reservoir	will	violate	their	constitutional	right	to	free	exercise	for	their	religion	
and	their	claimed	statutory	rights	to	access	lands	of	religious	and	historical	significance.		Held:	TVA's	
motion	to	dismiss	granted.
Court
11/13/79
McCall	farm	bulldozed.		McCall	farm	signified	the	"fall	of	Tellico's	last	redoubt"	covered	by	national	TV.
Construction
11/29/79
TVA	closed	gates	of	Tellico	Dam	(dam	flooded	what	was	left	of	the	LTRV	in	Spring	1980);	cite:	Knoxville	
News‐Sentinel,	Nov.	30,	1979	at	1,	col.	4. Construction
2/5/80
TVA	supplemental	FY80	request	(submitted	justifications,	p.	457)	for	completion	of	Tellico	Dam,	Tenn.,	
multipurpose	water	and	power	resources	project.	(80‐H181‐53) Hearings
8/21/80
Consequences	of	Columbia	Dam	for	endangered	mussel	species;	merits	of	TVA	plan	to	save	endangered	
mussels;	clarification	of	Fish	and	Wildlife	Service	authority	under	Endangered	Species	Act.	(81‐H401‐23)Hearings
11/3/80
cert.	den.,	Sequoyah	v.	TVA,	449	U.S.	953
Court
5/12/81
Hill	v.	TVA,	No.	79‐1465	(6th	Cir.,	May	12,	1981)	(consent	order	dismissing	appeal).
Court
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
6/1/81
Energy	and	Water	Development	Appropriations	for	1982:	Hearings	before	a	subcommittee	of	House	
Committee	Appropriations,	97th	cong.,	1st	Sees.	314‐316	(1981). Congressional	Action
6/20/81
Geo.	Bush	Repulatory	Reform	Task	Force			President	Reagan	appointed	Charles	Dean	to	replace	S.	David	
Freeman	as	Chairman	of	TVA Administrative	Action
3/19/82
U.S.	Government	General	Accounting	Office.	TVA‐Options	for	Oversight.		Washington,	D.C.:	GPO:	Tellico	
conflict	spurred	need	for	TVA's	independent	status	be	subject	to	stricter	state	and	national	control	
mechanism	as	led	to	this	appeal. Congressional	Action
4/1/82
Tenn.	Pub.	Acts,	Ch.	689	1982.		Tennessee	General	Assembly	established	the	Tellico	Reservoir.	
Development	Agency	(TRDA)	purpose	to	develop	Tellico	project	lands	(11,000	acres,	$2.3	million	TVA	
funds. Press
9/1/82
Mailton,	John	"Waste	Dump	at	Tellico	Possible"	Knoxville	News‐Sentinel.	TVA	suggested	using	lands	for	
building	tox	waste	dump. Press
2/22/83
James	Watt	announced	likelihood	that	snail	darter	would	be	taken	off	ES	list	(Knoxville	News‐	Sentinel,	
Feb.	23). Press
4/12/83
Knoxville	News	Sentinel:	TRDA	announced	that	a	boat	manufacturing	plant	would	be	built	on	Tellico	
land. Press
formatted	start	date	
(m/d/y)
event
category
8/6/83
Snail	Darter	removed	from	ES	list	by	FWAS	(Facts	on	File	World	News	Digest,	Aug.	10,	1984.,	p	582	E2)	
Snail	Darter	moved	from	Endangered	status	to	Threatened	status	(NY	times,	Aug.	7,	1984,	Sec.	C.	P,	10,	C
4)	Darter	continues	to	be	threatened.		Population	in	Hiiwasee	River	is	in	danger	because	that	river	is	"not	
secure,	and	has	a	history	of	train	wrecks	with	acid	spills"	(FWS	official	quoted)	National	Journal,	July	28,	
1984,	Vol.	16,	No.	30,	p.	1456).
Administrative	Action
